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Remedia’s science series about the HUMAN BODY includes three individual books:

CONTENTS
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The Human Body is a wonderful resource book for building science knowledge as well
as developing reading abilities and thinking skills.  This lesson unit has been written for
students with a grade 5-12 interest level and a grade 3-4 reading level.

Students will learn about Cells, Tissues & Organs Cells, Tissues & Organs Cells, Tissues & Organs Cells, Tissues & Organs Cells, Tissues & Organs, the Skeletal SystemSkeletal SystemSkeletal SystemSkeletal SystemSkeletal System, and the
Muscular SystemMuscular SystemMuscular SystemMuscular SystemMuscular System.  Numerous science vocabulary words are introduced — from “cartilage”
and “nucleus” to “joints” and “tendons.”

Diagrams of each body system add to the learning process.  Comprehension exercises
reinforce an understanding of the functioning parts of the human body.  A Preview activity
and a Review exercise are included for each body system.  A glossary of terms provides an
informative reference.  An answer key is included.

As students gain a better understanding of the human body, they enhance their
reading and comprehension skills.
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Name  ________________________________________
The Human Body

DIRECTIONS: Use the Glossary to write the meaning of each word.

 1. cell:_____________________________________________________________________

 2. cell wall: ________________________________________________________________

 3. protoplasm: _____________________________________________________________

 4. nucleus:_________________________________________________________________

 5. tissue: __________________________________________________________________

 6. organ: __________________________________________________________________

 7. system: _________________________________________________________________

Cells, Tissues, Organs, and Systems - Preview

CELLCELLCELLCELLCELLSSSSS

CELLCELLCELLCELLCELLS becomeS becomeS becomeS becomeS become
________________________________________________________________________________

TISSUES becomeTISSUES becomeTISSUES becomeTISSUES becomeTISSUES become
________________________________________________________________________________

ORORORORORGGGGGANS becomeANS becomeANS becomeANS becomeANS become
_____________________________________________________________________________________

The Human Body hasThe Human Body hasThe Human Body hasThe Human Body hasThe Human Body has
______ sy______ sy______ sy______ sy______ syssssstttttems.ems.ems.ems.ems.

➧
➧

➧
➧

LABEL THE PARTS OF THE CELL AND FILL IN THE BLANKS IN THE BOXES.
(Use Diagram #1)
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Name  ________________________________________
The Human Body

 1. Where are living things found? ____________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

 2. Name several living things. _______________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

 3. Tell how all living things are alike._________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

 4. Tell how all living things are different. _____________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Living things are found all around us.

Wherever we go we see plants and animals.

Plants grow on the land. Plants grow in the

sea and in the lakes.  There are animals on

the land, and there are animals that live in the

water.  There are birds in the trees, cows on

the farms, deer in the forest, and fish in the

lakes.  Yes, living things are all around us.

All living things are alike!  All living

things are different!  How can that be?  All

living things are alike because they are made

up of cells.  All living things are different

because the cells do different jobs.  Some

living things are made up of only one cell.

Some living things are made from billions of

cells.

What is a cell?  How do cells work

together to make living things?  In these

lessons, you are not going to learn about all

living things.  You are going to learn about

The Human Body

one living thing - the human body. You will

learn how cells make the skin, brain, blood,

bones, and other parts of the human body.

You will learn how the parts work together.
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Name  ________________________________________
The Human Body

 1. What is a cell? ___________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

 2. Name two things that are made of cells.

__________________________________   ____________________________________

 3. Name three parts of the cell:______________________________________________

_________________________________    ____________________________________

 4. How do cells grow in number? ____________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

A cell is the smallest part of living matter.

All plants and animals are made of cells. The

human body is made of cells.

Most cells are so small that they can be

seen only with a microscope. Some cells are

so small that you could put 250,000 of them

on the period at the end of this sentence.

Cells are many shapes. Some are round.

Others look like bricks with round corners.

Others are long and hair-like. Some cells are

shaped like plates or rods. Some cells are

flat.

If you looked through a microscope, you

would see that each cell has a cell wall

around it. Inside the cell wall is jelly-like living

matter. This living matter is called

protoplasm. Protoplasm is what makes a

living cell “alive.”

The most important part of the cell is the

nucleus. The nucleus tells the cell how to

use food and oxygen, how to get rid of waste,

and how to grow.

Cells

Cells grow in number by dividing. Each

cell splits in half to make two cells. Then the

two cells split in half to make four cells. Four

cells make eight cells. And on and on the

dividing goes. Cells are always dividing to

make new cells. This is how the body grows.

CELLS GROW BY DIVIDING
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Name  ________________________________________
The Human Body

Living things are all __________
1

__________ us.  All living things are alike because

they are made up of __________
2

__________.  Some living things are made up of only

__________
3

__________ cell.  Some living things are made up of __________
4

__________

of cells. A cell is the smallest part of __________
5

__________ matter. The human

__________
6

__________ is made of cells.  Cells are many __________
7

__________.  Each

cell has a cell __________
8

__________ around it.  Inside the cell wall is living matter called

_____________
9

______________.  The most important part of the cell is the

__________
10

_________.  The nucleus tells the cell how to use __________
11

_________ and

oxygen.  Cells grow in number by _________
12

________.  Each cell __________
13

__________

in half to make two new cells.  This is how the body __________
14

__________.  In these

lessons, you will learn about the _________
15

_________ body.

Learning About Cells

living

body

protoplasm

wall

dividing

cells

billions

nucleus

splits

around

one

shapes

food

grows

human

protoplasm

cell wall

 nucleus

  1. Look around you.  Make a list of four living things that you see.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

  2. How are all four things alike? _____________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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Name  ________________________________________
The Human Body

Every living thing starts out as one cell.

The cell splits in two.  Each of these cells

divides and becomes two cells, then four

cells, and on and on.

As the cells grow, they change in shape.

They change in the way they act.  They start

doing different kinds of jobs.

Not all cells are alike.  There are different

kinds of cells.  Some are built to do one job.

Some are built to do another kind of job.

When cells that look alike work together to do

the same job, they are called tissue.

A group of bone cells is called “bone

tissue.”  A group of skin cells is called “skin

tissue.”  Another tissue that has a special job

is “muscle tissue.”  Muscle tissue moves the

body.  The “connecting tissue” holds the

bones to the muscles.  The “nerve tissue”

carries messages to the brain.  The “blood

tissue” carries food, oxygen, and waste.

Tissues

 1. How are all living things alike when they start? ____________________________

________________________________________________________________________

 2. Tell 3 ways that cells change as they grow. _______________________________

________________________________________________________________________

 3. Find the sentence that tells what tissue means. Write it on the line. _________

________________________________________________________________________

 4. Name five kinds of tissue found in the human body. ________________________

__________________________________   ____________________________________

__________________________________   ____________________________________

Now you know that groups of cells

working together to do the same job are

called tissues.

Skin tissue

Bone tissue
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Name  ________________________________________
The Human Body

You know that cells working together to

do the same job are called tissue. When

groups of tissues work together to do a special

job, they are called organs.

Your heart is an organ. It is made from a

group of tissues working together. Organs do

special jobs. The human body has many

other organs. Some other organs are the

brain, the stomach, the eye, the lung, and the

tongue.

Now you are ready to understand the

largest group of body parts. You know that

cells work together to become tissues. Tissues

work together to become organs.  And organs

work together to become systems.

A system is a group of organs working

together to do the same job. For example, the

nose, windpipe, and lungs form the respiratory

system. They work together to do the job of

breathing.

The human body has eight systems. All

eight systems must work together to keep the

body alive. If one system breaks down, the

body may die.

Organs and Systems

  1. What are cells that work together to do the same job called?

________________________________________________________________________

  2. What are organs? ________________________________________________________

  3. What is a group of organs that work together called? _______________________

  4. How many systems does the human body have? ___________________________

 Nervous System

 Circulatory System

 Respiratory System

 Digestive System

 Muscular System

 Skeletal System

 Excretory System

 Reproductive System

The eight systems of the body are:

THE HEART IS AN ORGAN
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Name  ________________________________________
The Human Body

How Is the Human Body Made?

When cells that look alike do the same job, they are called __________
1

__________.  A group

of bone cells is called __________
2

___________ tissue.  A group of skin cells is called

___________
3

___________ tissue.  The ___________
4

___________ tissue carries messages

to the brain.  The __________
5

___________ tissue moves the body.  Blood tissue carries

food, __________
6

__________, and waste.  When groups of tissues work together, they are

called __________
7

__________ .  The body has many organs.  Your __________
8

__________

is an organ.  Organs work together to become ____________
9

____________.  A system is

a group of organs _____________
10

______________ together to do the same job.  The human

body has _____________
11

_____________ systems.  If a system breaks down, the body may

_________
12

__________.

bone

working

tissue

skin

eight

muscle

nerve

die

organs

oxygen

systems

heart

  1.  Name two tissues. _________________________   ______________________

  2.  Name two organs. _________________________   ______________________

  3.  Name two systems. _________________________   ______________________
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Name  ________________________________________
The Human Body

How Is the Human Body Made?

DIRECTIONS: Look at each word below.  Put a “T” by a tissue.  Put an “O” by an organ.

Put an “S” by a system.

____   1. skin

____   2. circulatory

____   3. skeletal

____   4. heart

____   5. brain

____   6. muscle

____   7. respiratory

____   8. eye

____   9. nerve

____ 10. stomach

____ 11. windpipe

____ 12. blood

____ 13. excretory

____ 14. tongue

____ 15. lung

RESEARCH: Use an encyclopedia to find out more about cells.  On another piece of

paper, draw 2 different kinds of cells. Show the cell wall and nucleus.

4. _____ breaking an arm

5. _____ writing a letter

6. _____ hearing a noise

1. _____ lifting weights

2. _____ having a nose bleed

3. _____ getting a suntan

KINDS OF BODY CELLS

Write the correct number on the lines to show what cells are used when:

1.

Nerve Cells

2.

Muscle Cells

3.

Bone Cells

4.

Skin Cells

5.

Blood Cells
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Name  ________________________________________
The Human Body

Human Body - The Facts

Skeletal System

Muscular System

Nervous System

Respiratory System

Circulatory System

Digestive System

Excretory System

Reproductive System

CELLS

 1. A cell is the smallest part of living matter.

 2. Cells are made of living matter called protoplasm.

 3. Each cell has a cell wall around it.

 4. The nucleus tells the cell how to use food and oxygen, how to get rid of

waste, and how to grow.

 5. Cells grow in number by dividing.

 6. The body grows by making new cells.

SYSTEM

 1. A system is a group of organs working together to do the same job.

 2. The human body has eight systems.  They are:

ORGAN

 1. An organ is a group of tissues that work together to do a special job.

 2. Some organs of the body are the heart, brain, stomach, eye, lung, and

tongue.

TISSUE

 1. Tissue is a group of cells that look alike and work together to do the

same job.

 2. There are many kinds of tissue: bone, skin, muscle, connecting, nerve,

and blood.
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Name  ________________________________________
The Human Body

DIRECTIONS: Use the facts on page 9 to help you answer the following.

  1. What is a cell? ___________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

  2. Cells are made of living matter called _____________________________________ .

  3. What does each cell have around it? ______________________________________

  4. What does the nucleus do? _______________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

  5. How do cells grow in number? ____________________________________________

  6. How does the body grow?________________________________________________

  7. What is tissue? __________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

  8. Name six kinds of tissue. ____________________, ____________________,

_________________, _________________, _________________, _________________

  9. What is an organ? _______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

10. Name five organs. ______________________,  _________________________,

_______________________,  _______________________,  _______________________

11. What is a system? _______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

12. How many systems does the body have? __________________________________

13. On the back of this paper, write the names of each body system.

Cells, Tissue, Organs and Systems - Review
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